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This paper focuses on the effect that population ageing has on the production structure
of the economy and consequently on economic growth. We consider an economy that
consists of a service sector and a commodity sector. Productivity growth only occurs in
the latter sector and is assumed to depend positively on its size. We show that if old
agents mainly demand labour-intensive services, the effect of increasing longevity on
growth depends on the substitutability of labour and capital in a closed economy.
However, ageing unambiguously decreases long-run growth in a small open economy.
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1. Introduction
In the next half a century an important demographic change to occur in large
parts of the world is the increase in longevity. In the United States, for example,
life expectancy at birth is currently equal to 77 and is expected to reach a level
of approximately 83 in the year 2050 (United Nations, 2001). One of the
most important causes of this spectacular rise in life expectancy is the higher
rate of economic growth, as was emphasized by e.g. Fogel (1994). However,
causality may also go in the other direction: an increase in longevity (or more
generally, population ageing) can affect the rate of economic growth by boosting
savings. Several studies have examined this, using the accumulation of physical
capital as the engine of growth (e.g. Pecchenino and Pollard, 1997; Futugami
and Nakajima, 2001).1
However, these studies do not account for the effect of demographic change
on the aggregate consumption of different items, and therefore ignore the
..........................................................................................................................................................................
1
Other studies, such as Ehrlich and Lui (1991), Pecchenino and Utendorf (1999), and Zhang et al.
(2001), focus on human capital as the engine of growth when analyzing the effects of ageing.
The analyses so far do not provide a clearly unambiguous effect of ageing on growth. This is in line
with the results of empirical studies that either find a positive effect (Ehrlich and Lui, 1991: Barro and
Sala-i-Martin, 1995) or a negative effect (Disney, 1996, ch.8; Lindh and Malmberg, 1999) of a larger
old-age dependency ratio on economic growth.
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consequences that ageing will have on the economic structure. In an ageing society,
the need for labour-intensive services will increase because elderly use more
services, as was suggested by The Economist:
Older people . . . are likely to spend more on medical care and domestic services,
such as those of gardeners and cleaners, that have risen sharply in price. Younger
people are likely to spend more on new products, such as mobile phones or
computers, which tend to fall rapidly in price during their early years. . . . In general
many older people do indeed face higher inflation rates than the young. . . . Even if
general inflation remains low, relative prices can shift significantly over as short a
time as a decade, thanks to productivity gains brought by technological improvements,
or to changes in demand; or, very often, both. (The price of age, The Economist,
21 December, 2000)

Budget surveys confirm this: the elderly spend 1.5 times as much of their
total expenditures on services compared to younger households.2 Therefore, one
can expect the production structure to change when the population is growing
older. Because productivity improvements differ between the various sectors of
the economy, a change in the relative size of these sectors is another channel
through which overall economic growth will be affected.
In this paper, we focus on this mechanism by applying a model that combines
the overlapping-generations structure of Diamond (1965) with the two-sector
analysis of Baumol (1967) and endogenous growth due to learning by doing.
Following Baumol (1967), we group economic activities into two types:
‘technologically progressive activities in which innovations, capital accumulation,
and economies of large scale all make for a cumulative rise in output per man
hour and activities which, by their very nature, permit only sporadic increases
in productivity.’ (Baumol, 1967, pp. 415–16). As to the first type of activity,
‘labor is primarily an instrument’, whereas the second type consists of ‘services
in which the labor is an end in itself, in which quality is judged directly in terms
of amount of labor’. So we assume two sectors: a labour-intensive service sector
and a capital-intensive commodity sector. Productivity growth is endogenously
determined and mainly stems from technological progress that typically takes
place in the commodity (or high-tech) sector.
As productivity grows, wages paid in this sector also increase. Because labour
is assumed to be mobile between both sectors, the wage paid in the services sector
will grow equally fast. The capital-intensive sector produces homogeneous
consumption and investment commodities. These commodities are demanded
by young individuals, whereas the elderly derive utility from labour-intensive
services. Consequently, a change in the demographic composition of the economy will affect the relative aggregate demand for services and commodities.

..........................................................................................................................................................................
2
See ONS Family Spending 2000–01 for the United Kingdom and CBS Budgetonderzoek for
The Netherlands.
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The structure of the economy, thereby the growth rate and the well-being of
successive generations, are thus influenced.
Ageing is modeled as a permanently higher average lifetime. In a closed
economy, which will be our benchmark case, the capital-labour ratio in the
commodity sector will be influenced by domestic demographic changes. The longrun effects of ageing then crucially depend on the extent to which capital and
labour are substitutable in the production process of commodities: if they are
close substitutes, ageing will decrease growth, implying a continuously decreasing
welfare for future generations, whereas the reverse holds if capital and labour
are weak substitutes. In a small open economy, ageing leads to a lower long-run
rate of economic growth because the increase in the relative number of elderly
implies a lower domestic production of commodities.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model.
In Section 3, we analyse the long-run consequences of population ageing in
a closed economy. In Section 4, we discuss some extensions and modifications
of the model. Section 5 concludes.

2. The model
Population ageing is a development with which many industrialized countries
will be confronted. Because of the generality of this demographic trend, we take
the closed economy as our benchmark case.3 We use a two overlapping-generations
model. Following Baumol (1967), we distinguish between two sectors of production. In the commodity sector (labelled Y), homogeneous goods are produced
that either serve as consumption or investment good. The service sector
(labelled D) concerns the provision of labour-intensive services. In both sectors,
firms are fully competitive and maximize profits. Labour is homogeneous and
perfectly mobile across sectors, so the wage in both sectors is identical.

2.1 Production of commodities
Commodities are produced with physical capital and labour according to the
following standard neoclassical CRTS production function: Yt ¼ FðKt ; At LYt Þ,
where Kt stands for the domestic capital stock, LYt is the number of
people employed in the commodity sector and At is a productivity parameter
reflecting the current state of (technological) knowledge or experience in the
economy (all at time t). Production per effective unit of labour is described
by f ðt Þ, with t  ðKt =At LYt Þ denoting the effective capital-labour ratio. The
interest rate and wage are determined by the marginal productivity of capital
and labour respectively, i.e. rt ¼ f 0 ðt Þ and wt ¼ At !t , where !t ¼ f ðt Þ  f 0 ðt Þt .
..........................................................................................................................................................................
3
Section 4.1 discusses the consequences of ageing for a small open economy where services are not
internationally tradeable.
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Labour productivity grows at the endogenous rate g, which is assumed to depend
positively on the number of people employed in the productive sector,4,5

At ¼ At1 1 þ g LYt :

ð1Þ

This can be interpreted as learning-by-doing, or as a shortcut for explicitly
modeling (labour-intensive) R&D activities or education. Alternatively, one
could assume that part of the employees in the commodity sector devote their
time to these activities, so the more people that are active in this sector of the
economy, the more knowledge is created and skills are improved, which allows
people to produce more final output, i.e. productivity increases (as in e.g. Romer,
1990; Grossman and Helpman, 1991; Mulligan and Sala-i-Martin, 1993).

2.2 Production of services
The production of services requires labour only and does not benefit from
technological improvements.6 For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that one
unit of labour translates into one service. Consequently, total provision of services
equals total labour supply in this sector (LDt ) and the price of services in terms
of commodities, pt, is equal to the wage: pt ¼ wt.

2.3 Households
The economy is inhabited by a constant large number of individuals (normalized
to 1) who live for at most two periods, such that in each period, both a young
and an old generation are alive.7 Every young individual faces a probability of "
to grow old, so 1  " is the fraction of young that dies after one period of life and
" can be interpreted as a measure for average longevity. Note that " also reflects
the number of retired per young people, i.e. the old-age dependency ratio. When
people grow old, the need for services increases, both because of increased
disability (which raises the demand for e.g. care services and housekeeping assistance) and a higher preference for services relative to (high-tech) commodities.
..........................................................................................................................................................................
4
It may well be that the economy also adopts new technologies and increases its knowledge from abroad.
In that case, the size of the commodity sector positively affects the additional productivity growth of the
economy.
5

Note that we assume A to grow instantly with the size of the sector. If learning takes time, however, one
would rather want to assume some delay in the accumulation of knowledge. However, assuming that g is
a function of LYt1 instead of LYt would imply that learning takes about 30 years (i.e. one period in our
model), which does not seem to be very realistic.
6
Examples are nurses, GPs, residential care, gardeners, cleaners, housekeepers, hairdressers, butlers, and
hotel service staff. Note that these are not services like bank services which extensively use high-tech
goods like computers.
7

In Section 4.3 population growth is included in order to analyse the effects of ageing as a drop in
fertility.
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To simplify the analysis, we will assume that old individuals demand services only,
and young people merely consume commodities. The expected lifetime utility of
a representative agent born at any time t can then be represented by the following
function,
Et U ðct ; dtþ1 Þ ¼ log ct þ " log dtþ1 ;

ð2Þ

where ct stands for the consumption of commodities when young and dt þ 1 is the
number of services enjoyed by the agent when old.8
This kind of utility function ensures that the number of services demanded,
and thus the allocation of labour over the two sectors, is constant for a given
growth rate of wages, i.e. a given growth rate of the relative price of services.
This is necessary for an equilibrium to exist, and limits the class of utility functions
that can be applied. The log-linear function used here is the most straightforward
type of such a utility function.9
Every young individual supplies one unit of labour inelastically and participates
in an actuarially fair pension fund.10 Part of the wage he receives is taxed by
the government at a (constant) rate  to finance public pensions. Because this is
a Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG) scheme, the benefit received when old is equal to
ðwtþ1 ="Þ.11 The rest of first-period income is spent on consumption and pension
savings (st), which are collected by the pension fund and invested in annuities.12 As
only a fraction " of young savers born at time t survives to period t þ 1, the assets
of those who deceased are passed on to surviving contemporaries. The return
on the pension savings is therefore ðrtþ1 ="Þ per retired individual. Consumption
possibilities are thus given by the following budget constraints,
ct ¼ ð1   Þwt  st ;
rtþ1 st þ wtþ1
:
ptþ1 dtþ1 ¼
"

ð3aÞ
ð3bÞ

..........................................................................................................................................................................
8
Allowing for consumption of services when young, or consumption of commodities when old does not
qualitatively affect the results of higher longevity as long as the economy is dynamically efficient,
i.e. r 4 1 þ g(LY). However, the results can change if ageing is the result of a lower fertility rate (see
Section 4.3).
9

This is similar to the modeling of the labour/leisure choice in a model with economic growth. King et
al. (1988) and Rebelo (1991) formulate the class of utility functions for which the number of leisure
hours does not grow indefinitely (see also Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 1995, ch. 9).

10

In many European countries, savings for old age are organized collectively via pension funds. These
funds typically provide insurance against demographic risks at low costs. So savings in our model can
be interpreted as savings via pension funds.

11

Because the social security tax is assumed to the constant, the public benefit will change due to ageing.
Instead, we could assume the benefit to be constant and taxes to vary. Section 4.2 deals with this case.

12

Alternatively, one could assume that part of savings is not invested in annuities, leading to unintentional bequests. This weakens the effects of ageing, but the results do not differ qualitatively.
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Maximizing (2) subject to (3a) and (3b) results in the following demand and saving
functions,


1
wtþ1
ð1   Þwt þ
;
1 þ "
rtþ1


rtþ1
wtþ1
ð1   Þwt þ
;
dtþ1 ¼
wtþ1 ð1 þ "Þ
rtþ1
"ð1   Þwt
wtþ1

:
st ¼
1 þ "
ð1 þ "Þrtþ1
ct ¼

ð4Þ
ð5Þ
ð6Þ

So a fixed share of lifetime income in terms of commodities (which is given
by ð1  Þwt þ ðwtþ1 =rtþ1 Þ) is allocated to commodities and services. Note that
ðwtþ1 =rtþ1 Þ is the relative price of services during old age in terms of current
commodities.
As wt ¼ At!t , lifetime income grows over time with the rate of technological
progress. According to (4), this will also be the case for the consumption of
commodities. The relative price of services will grow at a constant rate as well.
This causes a negative substitution effect on the number of services demanded,
which exactly offsets the positive income effect, so that the number of services
enjoyed is constant for a given growth rate.

2.4 Equilibrium
The model comprises four markets that are simultaneously in equilibrium at
each point in time. Total demand for services by the old has to be met by
labour supply of the young to this sector, so LDt ¼ "dt : Labour market clearing
implies that LYt ¼ 1  LDt . These equilibrium conditions in combination with
the individual first-order conditions lead to the following expression for the
employment share of the commodity sector,
LYt ¼ 1 

¼1

rt st1 þ wt
pt

ð7Þ

"ð1   Þrt !t1
"
 
:
Y
ð1 þ "Þ 1 þ g Lt !t 1 þ "

ð8Þ

In a closed economy, the demand for commodities, which consists of consumption
and investment (Kt þ 1),13 must equal aggregate domestic production, so
Yt ¼ ct þ Kt þ 1. The capital market clears if st ¼ Kt þ 1.
..........................................................................................................................................................................
13
Capital is assumed to fully depreciate in one period.
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3. Ageing in a closed economy
The long-run impact of population ageing on the rate of economic growth depends
on the extent to which capital and labour can be substituted in the production
process of commodities, as stated in the following proposition.
Proposition 1 In a closed economy, higher longevity results in slower (faster)
growth if the elasticity of substitution between capital and labour is greater (smaller) than unity. Ageing has no effect on growth if this elasticity equals unity. The
capital-labour ratio increases.
Proof

All proofs are given in the Appendix.

œ

Higher longevity encourages people to save more when young so that the
capital stock that is used in the commodity sector rises, stimulating labour to
move from the services sector to the commodity sector. This effect will be
particularly strong if capital and labour are weak substitutes. On the other hand,
the total demand for services increases, since more people will be retired, which
incites labour to move in the opposite direction, away from the commodity sector.
If capital and labour are close substitutes in the commodity sector, this last
effect will be dominant and LY decreases; the reverse holds in case of weak
substitutability. With a Cobb-Douglas production function, capital and labour
are neither close nor weak substitutes, so ageing causes no change in the division
of labour and thereby in the growth rate.14

3.1 Exogenous vs. endogenous growth
The effects of a longer life span on the utility of subsequent generations in a
closed economy are displayed in Fig. 1, in case there is constant exogenous
growth (g 0 ¼ 0) and in case growth is endogenous (g 0 40). The life span increases
unexpectedly at time t ¼ 0. The elderly living at the time of the shock did not
foresee this demographic shock when they were young. The current and future
young individuals, however, take this change and its general-equilibrium effects
into account in their consumption and savings decisions.15
..........................................................................................................................................................................
14
This directly follows from the equilibrium condition for the commodity market, according to which
the wage share does not depend on the capital-labour ratio. That is, if the production elasticity of capital
is a, then ðwt At LYt Þ=Yt ¼ 1  a, so that LYt ¼ 1  a. Allowing for consumption of services by the young
does not change this result.
15

All simulations are based on the assumption that productivity growth is a linear function of the
number of employees in the productive section, i.e. gt ¼ g þ LYt , where g has such a value that the
equilibrium growth rate, both in case of exogenous and endogenous growth, is equals to 1
(which corresponds to an annual economywide growth rate of about 2.3%). The cases considered
are  ! 0 and  ¼ 1.5 respectively. The production function of commodities is given by
Yt ¼ ð0:3Kt þ 0:7ðAt LYt Þ Þ1= . Furthermore,  ¼ 0.75,  ¼ 0.15 and " increases from 2=3 to 0.7. If capital
and labour are weak substitutes, the elasticity of substitution ð  ð1=ð1  ÞÞÞ is set equal to 0.8,
and in case of close substitutability, a value of 1.1 is taken. When comparing the utility before and
after ageing, we calculate the utility of individuals who live both periods before and after the shock.
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Fig. 1. Effect of higher longevity on lifetime utility in a closed economy
Higher longevity does not influence the allocation of labour over the two
sectors in the short run. The generation of elderly at time t ¼ 0 cannot react to
the fact that more contemporaries survive, so that the initial capital stock is given.
The generation of young in this period can and will react by increasing savings.
As this is merely a shift from consumption to investment that does not affect
total demand for commodities, this will not change the allocation of labour over
the two sectors and the capital-labour ratio in the commodity sector is not
influenced either. Consequently, economic growth and factor rewards will initially
not be affected. The group of retired at t ¼ 0 as a whole therefore receives the
same return on savings, but since more people survived, each elderly individual
gets a lower return on his pension savings. Furthermore, the rise in the old-age
dependency ratio implies a lower PAYG-benefit, which also has a detrimental effect
on the utility of the initially retired.
The generation of young people at time t ¼ 0 receives the same wage as before,
but will decide to save a higher fraction of it and consume fewer commodities.
These higher savings translate into a higher capital-labour ratio in the next period.
Consequently, wages rise and services become more expensive at time t ¼ 1.
This higher wage has a negative effect on the utility of the generation born at
t ¼ 0, which is added to the negative utility effect of the decreased individual
return on their savings due to ageing.
The generation born at time t ¼ 1 earns a higher wage when young, so this
cohort receives a partial compensation for the negative utility effect of ageing on
their returns on savings.
Note that wages rise more strongly if capital and labour are weak substitutes
in the production process of commodities than in the case where they are close
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substitutes. If growth is exogenous, the wage will stabilize at a higher level, but
this effect is not strong enough to outweigh the negative effect on utility of a
lower interest rate and public pension benefit. Utility will converge to a permanently lower level. However, if productivity growth is brought about endogenously,
the wage growth is positively influenced by ageing if the factors of production
are weak substitutes. Eventually, this positive growth effect will dominate and
utility will be at a continuously higher level than before. In case labour and capital
are close substitutes, the endogenous wage growth will decrease, which adds to
the negative effect on utility of a lower interest rate and PAYG-pension benefit,
leading to a continuously lower level of well-being.

4. Extensions and modifications
In this section we explore the effects of population ageing when the basic model
presented above is extended or modified in several ways.16 First, we analyse
the consequences of ageing if the economy is a small open economy with perfect
capital mobility. Subsequently, we study what changes if the government promises
a public benefit that is indexed to the price of services. In Section 4.3, we consider
the consequences of ageing if this is caused by a lower rate of population growth.
Section 4.4 focuses on the externality due to learning-by-doing in the commodity
sector which implies that the consumption of services will be too high since
individuals do not take account of the fact that consumption of commodities
stimulates employment in this sector and thus economic growth. We analyse
how the allocation chosen by a social planner (who internalizes the externality)
changes in case of an ageing society. Finally, we study how robust the results are
if we replace the assumption that growth is due to learning-by-doing in the
commodity sector by the assumption that technological development is directly
linked to the use of capital.

4.1 Ageing in a small open economy
As the timing and/or rate of demographic change differs between some countries,
it is also of interest to consider ageing in a multi-country world. A natural
extension of the closed-economy model of the previous section is a model of a
small open economy with perfect capital mobility. The results of intermediate
cases, like a two-country model with equally large populations, can then be derived
by combining the closed-economy and the small-open-economy case.
For the small open economy the effects of a change in longevity can be traced
by differentiating (8) with rt ¼ r and !t ¼ !, and evaluating the result in the
initial steady state. This leads to the following proposition.
Proposition 2
growth.

In a small open economy, higher longevity reduces economic

..........................................................................................................................................................................
16
The Appendix contains a more detailed analysis of these extensions and modifications.
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If people expect to live longer, they will decide to save more when they
are young. With the return on these additional savings, the retired generation
consumes more services. Because of that, the number of young people employed
in that sector increases, leaving fewer people in the capital-intensive commodity
sector. As a consequence, the growth rate decreases. A lower growth rate implies
that future services become cheaper. As can be seen from (5), this implies that
each retired person will use more services.
4.1.1 Exogenous vs. endogenous growth Figure 2 shows the consequences of population ageing on the lifetime utility of successive generations. The life span increases
unexpectedly at time t ¼ 0, and the economy will be in its new steady state as
from t ¼ 1 on. The old living at the time of the shock did not foresee this shock
when they made their savings decision. Therefore, the spending on services for
this generation as a whole remains unchanged. Consequently, the allocation of
labour over the two sectors does not change either, and growth is initially not
affected by ageing (as in a closed economy).
In the case without endogenous productivity changes ( g 0 ¼ 0) factor rewards
do not change, and the real interest rate remains unaffected as a result. However,
as more people reach old age, a smaller amount of assets is passed on from the
deceased to surviving contemporaries, so the individual return on savings
falls. Furthermore, the public PAYG-benefit decreases due to a rising old-age
dependency ratio. The decrease in utility that results from this is larger for the
generation that is old at the time of the shock than for the subsequent generations
because, in contrast to the current elderly, these subsequent generations can
partly compensate for the lower return by increasing savings.
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Fig. 2. Effect of higher longevity on lifetime utility in a small open economy
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With endogenous growth (g 0 40), the effects for the currently old are not different from the case in which g 0 ¼ 0 because the number of employees in the
commodity sector does not change at the time of the shock. The wage of the
individuals born at time t ¼ 0 therefore does not change either. However, at time
t ¼ 1, wage growth will be lower. Consequently, the services that the generation
born at the time of the shock will buy when they are old will be cheaper. This
positive price effect alleviates the negative effect of a longer life span on utility,
which is why the utility of this generation decreases less if g 0 40 compared to
the case without endogenous growth. In the long run, individuals unambiguously
suffer from the fact that ageing reduces productivity growth. This is a typical
example of the ‘Dutch disease’: increased savings lead to a higher import of
commodities and the country specializes more in the production of non-tradeable,
low-tech services, which lowers productivity growth. Note that the reverse holds
if other countries have a relatively more ageing society (e.g. Japan compared to the
United States). In that case, the younger country will experience a capital inflow
from abroad which stimulates productivity growth.

4.2 Fixed PAYG-pension benefits
In case the social security benefit is indexed to the price of services so that
the benefit always equals pt, the PAYG-tax is flexible and responds to changes
in the demographic structure:  t ¼ ". That is, ageing automatically raises
the consumption of services by the old, and there will be less need to raise
savings. As in the benchmark model, the effect on growth of higher service consumption depends on the substitutability of labour and capital. The long-run
effects of ageing, therefore, do not change qualitatively. In the short run, however,
a higher number of elderly people will spend their social security benefits on
services, so fewer people will be employed in the commodity sector and growth
decreases.

4.3 Population ageing as a lower fertility rate
Suppose the economy is inhabited by Nt young people at time t, and population
grows at rate n, such that Ntþ1 ¼ ð1 þ ntþ1 ÞNt . Ageing takes the form of a lower
value of n, and equilibrium in the labour market implies that Nt ¼ LYt þ LDt .
We now assume that the productivity growth rate depends on the fraction of
young people employed in the productive sector: gt ¼ gðlYt Þ, with lYt  ðLYt =Nt Þ.
Furthermore, we take " equal to unity.
In a closed economy, the long-run effects of a lower rate of fertility are the
same as those of a longer lifespan. In both cases, the capital-labour ratio rises
and the wage increases. However, the underlying mechanism is different.
A longer life span directly implies a stronger incentive to save, which is absent
if fertility decreases. In the latter case, the number of workers (Nt) decreases,
which immediately causes a rise in the capital-labour ratio. Furthermore, both
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types of population ageing lead to a higher old-age dependency ratio, implying
a lower PAYG-pension benefit and a stronger incentive to save. Whether the
(relative) number of employees in the commodity sector will decrease again
depends on the substitutability of capital and labour in the commodity sector:
if they are weak substitutes, the attachment of labour to the commodity sector
will be dominant, whereas in case of close substitutes, labour will be released to
the service sector.
Notice that contrary to higher longevity, a lower population growth rate does
affect productivity growth in the short run. This is so because a lower fertility
rate immediately decreases the number of young individuals, whereas the capital
stock is fixed in the short run. In our benchmark case where longevity increases,
the capital-labour ratio is affected for the first time one period after the shock,
when higher savings of the previous young generation are embodied in a larger
capital stock.

4.4 A social planner
In the model presented above, productivity growth results from learning-bydoing spillovers in the commodity sector. This implies that the production of
goods involves a positive externality, which individuals do not take into account
when they make their consumption choices. So if there was a social planner,
whose objective function consists of the lifetime utilities of all current and future
generations, these spillover effects would be internalized by choosing a smaller
number of services and a larger consumption of commodities than individuals
would choose. Since the structure of the model does not essentially change by
assuming a social planner, the consequences of ageing will not be qualitatively
different. There will be quantitative differences, however. If ageing leads to a
higher consumption of services, so that growth decreases, this will be less so in
case the social planner decides. If ageing leads to higher growth, a social planner
will internalize the positive spillover effect, and growth will increase more. Hence,
the effects on growth will be less negative or more positive.17

4.5 Capital-induced growth
Suppose the development of labour productivity in the commodity sector not
only depends on the number of people employed in that sector, but also on the
capital-labour ratio. In a closed economy, the capital-labour ratio increases due
to ageing. This by itself would stimulate productivity growth, and can offset
the negative effect on growth of a smaller number of workers in the commodity
sector if capital and labour are close substitutes. So ageing will lead to an increase
in long-run growth for a larger range of values of the elasticity of substitution
..........................................................................................................................................................................
17
A more detailed analysis of this extension is available upon request.
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between capital and labour than in the case where growth does not depend
on the capital stock. It is therefore more likely that population ageing increases
economic growth in the long run if productivity growth also depends on the size
of the capital stock.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we analysed the effect of population ageing on growth, by pointing at two mechanisms, one of which received little attention so far. The first
mechanism is the standard result that ageing will increase the accumulation of
capital and thereby stimulate growth. The second mechanism, however, causes
an opposite effect. Due to a shift in demand towards more labour-intensive
services, the structure of the economy will change and accordingly, productivity
growth will slow down. In a closed economy, the ultimate effect depends on the
elasticity of substitution between the production factors in the productive sector.
In a small open economy, the first effect does not occur, so growth will decrease
due to ageing in such an economy. It was demonstrated that the results we found
do not change significantly if the model is modified or extended in several ways.
This paper offers several interesting directions for further research. In order
to analyse the quantitative effects, the framework applied can be incorporated
in more extensive simulation models which are used for policy analysis. Further
extensions can be found by combining the ideas of this paper with existing growth
theories that explicitly include for instance R&D-expenditures as the source of
economic growth or human capital accumulation. Another extension would
be to allow for a richer definition of technological progress, one that also takes
account of demand-driven advances in the medical service sector. In this
way, we can achieve a better understanding of the effects of demographic changes
on the economy, which is necessary for formulating appropriate policies as an
adequate device to battle the ageing problem.
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Appendix
Throughout the paper, three assumptions are made.
Assumption 1 A steady state exists, i.e. the function g(x) is such that 9x 2 ð0;1Þj
1  ðr"ð1  Þ=ðð1 þ "Þð1 þ gðxÞÞÞ  ð"=ð1 þ "ÞÞ ¼ x.
Assumption 2 The economy converges to the steady state.
Assumption 3 Endogenous growth effects are bounded, such that in steady state
g 0 5ðð1 þ "Þð1 þ gðLYt ÞÞ2 =ðr"ð1  ÞÞÞ  8LYt .

1. Appendix to Section 3
In a closed economy, it follows from (3a) and equilibrium in the commodity market that


t f 0 ðt Þ
LYt ¼ ð1   Þ 1 
;
f ðt Þ

ðA1Þ

and from the equilibrium condition of the capital market that
st
 ¼ tþ1 LYtþ1 :
At 1 þ g LYtþ1

ðA2Þ
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Linearizing eq. (A1) at time t þ 1 yields
dLYtþ1 ¼ dtþ1 ;

ðA3Þ

with   ðð1  Þð  1Þf 00 ðÞÞ=f ðÞ, and  denoting the elasticity of substitution between
capital and labour, i.e.   ð f 0 ðt Þ!t Þ=ð f ðt Þt f 00 ðt ÞÞ.
Linearizing (8) at time t þ 1 gives
dLYtþ1 ¼ 1 dt þ 2 dtþ1 þ 3 d"

ðA4Þ

where
1  ðð1 þ gÞ"ð1  Þrf 00 ðÞÞ=ððð1 þ "Þð1 þ gÞ2  "ð1  Þrg 0 Þð f ðÞ  rÞÞÞ;
2  1 ð f ðÞ=ðrÞÞ,
and
3  ðð1 þ gÞðrð1  Þ þ ð1 þ gÞÞÞ=ððð1 þ "Þð1 þ gÞ2 
0
"ð1  Þrg Þð1 þ "ÞÞ. Combining these two equations results in the following first-order
difference equation,
dLYtþ1 ¼

1
3
dLY þ
d":
  2 t
  2

ðA5Þ

This difference equation is stable if jð1 =ð  2 ÞÞj51. Using (A2) it can be shown
that   2 50. This implies that the stability condition boils down to   1  2 50.
In line with Assumption 2, we assume this condition to hold. Note that this is not a
strong assumption. In fact, it can easily be shown that it follows from Assumption 3 if
  1. Furthermore, simulations with a linear growth function (gt ¼ g þ LYt ) show that
the stability condition also holds for all values of  below unity for which a steady-state
equilibrium exists.

1.1 Proof of Proposition 1

Setting dLYtþ1 ¼ dLYt ¼ dLY in (A5) gives
dLY
3
:
¼
d"
  1  2

ðA6Þ

Knowing that 3 50 and   1  2 50 (stability), it follows that ðdLY =d"Þ 7 0 if
5
4 1. Furthermore, eq. (A3) together with (A6) shows that ðd=d"Þ40 if  6¼ 1.
If  ¼ 1, then  ¼ 0 so ðdLY =d"Þ ¼ 0 and ðd=d"Þ ¼ ðrð1  Þ þ ð1 þ gÞÞ=
ðð1 þ "Þð f ðÞ  rÞ"f 00 ðÞð1  ÞÞ40.
Differentiating (A1) at time t ¼ 0 gives ðdLY0 =d"Þ ¼ ðd0 =d"Þ.
Furthermore, differentiating the capital market eq. (A2) at time t ¼ 0, taking savings of
the previous period as given, results in ðd0 =d"Þ ¼ ððg 0 =ð1 þ gÞÞ þ ð1=LY ÞÞðdLY0 =d"Þ.
Combining these two expressions gives ðd0 =d"Þ ¼ ðdLY0 =d"Þ ¼ 0.

1.2 Short-run effect

2. Appendix to Section 4
2.1 A small open economy

Comparative statics of (8) with rt ¼ r and !t ¼ ! yields

dLY
ð1 þ gÞðrð1  Þ þ ð1 þ gÞÞ
50:
¼
d"
ð1 þ "Þðð1 þ "Þð1 þ gÞ2  "rð1  Þg 0 Þ

ðA7Þ
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Assumption 3 implies that the denominator of (A7) is positive, so ðdLY =d"Þ50.

2.2 Population ageing as a lower fertility rate The PAYG-benefit that an old
individual at time t þ 1 receives now equals ð1 þ ntþ1 Þwtþ1 . Assumption 3 changes to
g 0 5ðð1 þ Þð1 þ gðlYt ÞÞ2 ð1 þ nÞÞ=ðrð1  ÞÞ.
In a closed economy, lower fertility decreases (increases) growth initially as well as in
the long run if the elasticity of substitution between capital and labour is greater (smaller)
than unity. Ageing has no effect on initial and long-run growth if this elasticity equals
unity. The proof of the long run results is analogous to that of Proposition 1. The initial
effect follows from differentiating the equilibrium condition for the commodity market
(eq. (A1) with l y instead of Ly ) at time t ¼ 0 which gives ðdlY0 =dn0 Þ ¼ ðd0 =dn0 Þ.
Furthermore, equilibrium in the capital market is now given by st =ðAt ð1 þ gðlYtþ1 ÞÞÞ ¼
tþ1 lYtþ1 ð1 þ ntþ1 Þ. Taking savings as given, differentiating this equation results in
 0

d0
g
1 dlY0

:
þ Y
¼ 

dn0
1 þ g l dn0 1 þ n
Combining these two expressions and rewriting gives

 0

dlY0
g
1

:
1 þ 
þ
¼
1þn
dn
1 þ g lY
The RHS of this expression is positive (negative) if 4ð5Þ1, whereas the LHS can
numerically be shown to be positive. Hence, ðdlY0 =dnÞ40 if  4 1, and the opposite holds
if  5 1. From this it immediately follows that ðd0 =dnÞ50. In case of a Cobb-Douglas
production function ( ¼ 1), ðdlY0 =dnÞ ¼ 0 and ðd0 =dnÞ ¼ =ð1 þ nÞ50.

2.3 Capital-induced growth Suppose the development of labour productivity in the
commodity sector not only depends on the number of employed people, but also on the
capital stock they use, according to the following function,
At ¼ At1 ð1 þ gðLYt ; t ÞÞ;
Eq. (8), describing equilibrium in the labour and services market, now changes to
LYt ¼ 1 

"ð1  Þrt
"
:

Y
ð1 þ "Þð1 þ gðLt ; t ÞÞ 1 þ "

ð80 Þ

Linearizing this equation gives
dLYtþ1 ¼ 1 dt þ ^2 dtþ1 þ 3 d";
with ^2  2 þ 1 ððgk !Þ=ðf 00 ðÞð1 þ gÞÞÞ. Notice that ^2 42 , so the change in the number
of individuals employed in the commodity sector, which is now given by
dLY
3
¼
;
d"
  1  ^2
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is (in absolute terms) smaller than before.
The change in the growth rate due to ageing is
dg
3
¼ ðgL þ g Þ
;
d"
  1  ^2
with
gL  ð@g=@LY Þ.
This
expression
41  ðg =gL Þð f ðÞ=ðf 00 ðÞÞÞ41.

is

negative

if

gL þ g 50 ()

